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This investigation looks to determine if PMCs are influenced by the   
solar cycle or if PMCs are influenced by other underlying trends. 

Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMCs) are ice clouds formed in the mesosphere 
during polar summer hemispheric months. PMCs are used to study 
mesospheric conditions due to having high sensitivity to temperature and 
water vapor. Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) satellite data set is used to 
observe long-term variability in PMCs. SBUV indicates a strong anti-
correlation of the cloud occurrence with the 11-year solar cycle (SC) until 2004 
when the SC signal appears to diminish. We use attribution studies from 
NCAR’s Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) to 
investigate and quantify the Sun’s influence on the decadal variability 
observed in the mesosphere. 

OBJECTIVE RESULTS
WACCM-PMC Model Runs

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

• Satellite observations indicate strong solar cycle signal before 2004 but signal disappears after 2004. Observations also indicate a change in water vapor signal after 2004.

• FR- WACCM Model reproduces SBUV observations up to 2004.
• Model attribution study shows Sun affects decadal variation of PMCs by 25%. FR-WACCM shows that after 2004, solar cycle in PMCs, temperature and water vapor diminished (<25% 

effect) which can help explain what SBUV is observing.

• Future work will continue to investigate diminished solar signal focusing on vertical coupling of lower to upper atmosphere.

CONCLUSIONS

MOTIVATION FOR MODELING STUDY

T and H2O correlation with Lyman-⍺

Figure 1: Polar Mesospheric 
Clouds (PMC’s) are thin wispy 
ice clouds (3km thick) that 
form in the mesosphere near 
83km during hemispheric 
summer months in the 50-to-
90-degree latitudes.

PMCs – How. They Form

PMCs – Why they are important

Figure 2: Schematic of PMC 
formation indicates the dynamical 
processes that lead to extreme cold 
temperatures (130K) in the thin 
mesopause layer depicted by the 
temperature profile (dashed line).  The 
solid black line indicates where 
saturation is 1.0 and where ice 
particles form by water vapor 
nucleating on meteorite ‘smoke’ 
particles near the mesopause (88km) 
[Rapp & Thomas, 2006].  Due to gravity 
these ice particles fall and grow where 
they become observable near 83km. 
The ice sublimates near 80km, ensuring 
PMCs are only 1-3km thick.

• PMCs are very sensitive to their local environment. Any small changes to 
temperature or water vapor from dynamics or vertical coupling will be observed in 
the cloud characteristics.

• PMC are excellent tracers of vertical coupling from the lower atmosphere. 
(anthropogenic, gravity wave momentum disposition, planetary scale dynamics) 

• PMCs show possible evidence of the influence of greenhouse gases on our 
atmosphere [Thomas et al.,1989]. 

Figure M1:  July averages of ice water content (IWC) 
timeseries using SBUV and CIPS measurements at 
78 degrees latitude. Solar Lyman alpha depicts the 
solar cycle signal. PMCs anticipated anti-correlation 
with Lyman alpha disappears after 2004 [Hervig & 
Stevens, 2014]. 

Satellite observations of PMCs 
are compared to Lyman Alpha 
to illustrate the anti-correlation 
of PMC variability with the 11-
year solar cycle (SC). The 
SBUV dataset is the longest 
satellite data record of PMCs.  
PMCs are anti-correlated with 
the SC since Lyman alpha is 
an effective destroyer of water 
vapor. PMC brightness and 
occurrence is decreased 
during solar maximum and 
increases during solar 
minimum. 
Figure M1 shows a consistent 
anticorrelation between Lyman 
alpha and SBUV before 2004.  
After 2004, the solar cycle 
signal in the PMCs appears to 
have diminished. 
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Figure W2:  FR-WACCM 
using a solar minimum as a 
constant (green) vs FR-
WACCM using solar forcing 
(blue) with Lyman alpha (dashed 
red) to indicate solar cycle. 
Time series of the modeled 
monthly mean IWC for 80- to 
85-km July averages at 78°N.

Figure W2 shows the model difference 
between solar varying and a solar 
constant minimum. This shows that the 
11-year solar cycle has a  25% affect 
on the decadal variability. The models 
agree after 2004 suggesting that there 
is little solar cycle influence in IWC after 
2004. 

Attribution Study: Solar varying vs Solar Constant Min
Ensemble 1: FR-WACCM with varying Sun

• Free Running
• Solar. Varying using NRLSSI2
• Time range: 1955-2020

Ensemble 2: FR-WACCM with constant Sun
• Free Running
• Solar constant minimum
• Time range:1955-2020

Figures W3. Using FR-WACCM(blue) compared to using a 
minimum solar constant model run(green) with Lyman 
alpha(red dashed) to indicate solar cycle. Time series of the 
modeled monthly mean water vapor, IWC, and T for 80- to 
85-km July averages at 78°N.

Figure W1 shows FR model compared 
with satellite observations. This shows 
the FR model with a strong solar cycle 
variability. SBUV agrees with the model 
variability before 2004, but after 2004 
solar cycle response diminishes in 
observed data. 

Temperature Timeseries 68°N 

Water Vapor Timeseries 68°N

Figures M2:  Time series of monthly mean anomalies for 
80 to 85 km using July averages for H2O and T at 68°N.  
Orange line is a best fit line of all the different satellite 
data points. Figures provided from Hervig et al. (2019).

Temperature time series 
shows a compilation of 
multiple satellite data sets 
normalized to portray 
temperature anomalies over 
time. There is a distinct 
temperature variability 
indictive of a solar cycle 
signal before 2004, then 
slightly diminishes after 2004. 

PMCs-How they form

Water vapor time series 
shows a compilation of 
different satellite data sets 
normalized to portray water 
vapor anomalies over time. 
There is a distinct water 
vapor variability indictive of a 
solar cycle signal before 
2004 and completely 
diminishes after 2004. 
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PMCs- Why they are important

PMCs-Solar cycle variability in observations

Figures W3 illustrates PMC IWC and mesospheric temperature 
and water vapor for both solar varying and solar constant 
conditions. Temperature is correlated with solar cycle whereas 
water vapor is anti-correlated. Since temperature and water vapor 
are the ingredients for PMC formation it is useful to look at their 
time series in comparison. During periods of solar minimum, both 
model runs match up.  

Before 2004 the solar cycle is apparent in all three graphs. After 
2004 during periods of solar maximum, the expected result differs 
from the pattern shown in previous years. 
This rises the question as to what caused the solar cycle to 
diminish when looking at IWC and water vapor. The results 
indicate that another forcing mechanism is negating the effects of 
the solar cycle after 2004. 

Free Running WACCM: Solar Varying vs Solar Constant Minimum

Free Running WACCM Solar Varying vs SBUV

PMC , Water Vapor, and Temperature Comparison: Solar Varying vs Solar Constant Minimum 

Figure W1: FR-WACCM 
(blue) vs SBUV observations 
(black) with Lyman alpha 
(dashed red) to indicate solar 
cycle.  Time series of the 
modeled monthly mean IWC 
for 80- to 85-km July averages 
at 78°N.  Yellow box to 
indicate model and observation 
disagreement. 

Ice Water Content
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Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM6)
• Model Top ~140 km
• Interactive Chemistry, Land, Ocean, and Sea Ice
• 1.9˚ x 2.5˚, 142 Vertical Levels
• PMC Parameterization

• WACCM-PMC (Merkel et al., 2009)
• Gravity Wave Parameterization

• Prescribed (WACCM3, Garcia et al., 2007)
• Free Running (FR)
• Solar Forcing – NRLSSI2

Water Vapor

Temperature


